
How has your attitude toward reading changed from the 

beginning to the end of the school year? Has this class 

impacted your attitude toward reading? If so, how?  

 

 I now know lots of new information regarding on how to find a book and I have 

been introduced to finding the themes of a book this year.I think my reading 

improves each year 

 My attitude towards reading now is that I like it, but I need to start making time to 

do more of it. This class has made me more interested in reading, because of the 

suggestions of books, and the book we have read in here. 

 This class has changed my attitude on reading a lot. Although I have a really 

busy schedule and have a hard time fining time to read between school work in 

sports, when I do read I feel more confident and understand my reading better. I 

think the blogs helped that ina way where I had to talk about what I read. 

 My attitude towards books has stayed the same. I still love reading. 

 Its getting better than it was earlier this year 

 Yes, I read less books in 7th grade than 6th grade, because I didn't really get to 

read my favorite fantasy-genre books anymore, so I had to read different books 

like poetry, mystery, etc. Although this may be true, it didn't necessarily mean 

that I absolutely despised the fact I had to read other books. It just meant that the 

amount of books I read was much smaller than last year. 

 When I was in 6th grade I read a lot but when I entered 7th grad I didn't feel it 

anymore somehow but I remember once in 6th grad I read a book that I barely 

started that same day and finished it and it had about 130 pages and read 

another book and read about 40 pages and I was surprised that I read that much 

in a day. 

 I have alwyas really enjoyed reading, so i still enjoy it. This class has made me 

like reading more because of all the awesome books Dr. Donovan had in her 

library. 

 My attitude now is if i have the right book i will not be ab,e to put it down and with 

a good book i'll read at a good pace. 



 I still love reading occasionaly, not as much as at the beginning of the year but 

only because my schedule now is a lot busier than how it was then, but I still try 

to read whenever I can. 

 I'm not a big fan, it's all to spiritual and complex when I just want to read and 

have simple conversations about what's happening in the story, not the 

messages and life lessons. 

 My attitude used to be to read because you had to and you never had the choice 

to pick which books you read. Now this class changed my opinion by letting us 

chose the books, reading at our own pace, and being able to use our own 

knowledge. Now I enjoy reading and try to read whenever I have a little time. 

 This class has opened my eyes to many book genres and so many new things 

that I never knew about. I am really sad about leaving this class because I feel so 

happy to be in it. 

 Its gotten better because I get to read books I like. 

 No i stil dont like to read. 

 In the begging of the year i didn't like reading so much and then suddenly in near 

the end of the year I change my additude about books and I actually wanted to 

read books now and I really don't do that much so often. 

 I still like to read. But it certainly got mire boring. I like to read when i have free 

time in class. It changed because i barely have time to read. With all the 

homework and stress. I also just got a puppie and that takes up most of my day 

just watching him and taking care of him. And I just got a Ps4. So i play with my 

friends alot. 

 I still dont like reading 

 I think my attitude did change, now I enjoy reading more than before I didn't read 

that much. 

 Yes my attitude has change because at first i didnt really liked to read and if i did 

i took like three weeks just to finish one book but now i can read one each week 

 My attitude toward reading has not changed and it isn't because of this class, it is 

just that I can't read books that don't interest me and as it turns out there are not 

many books that peak my interest. 



 I can read a lot of books but a I don't like to read. It has a little because 

sometimes I get into the flow. 

 Nothing has changed i still hate reading .... But i have learned so much ... 

Though i still hate it !!! 

 I think this class made me a better reading and writer when it comes to 

summarizing books and I'm happy that I got this class this year. 

 I like reading books in topic im interested in. 

 My attitude towards reading was strong because i used to love all the short and 

just mini chaptervooks but i loved the long chapter books. This year my attitude 

towards reading has changed because i have more responsabilities and less 

rime to read. This class changed it because it helped me discover more genres i 

love and i never knew i would love. 

 I kind of started reading more because we do more poems and blogs instead of 

reading. 

 It has not really changed that much from when when the school year started. It 

changed my opinion a little bit because of how we got to read some books as a 

group and they were good books. We also got to keep the books. When we 

finished reading the books we got to see a movie and how they looked and what 

they were like i mostly got to see how the past was back then 

 I would sayyes it did change my opinion about books i used to think books were 

so boring and used to hate them im not saying i love books but they are alright i 

knid of like book now. 

 To be honest I dont love it but I dont hate it,I feel like im around a four.When i 

first came into this class im like great I already know Im going to have to reead 

alot.I actually enjoyed reading this year because we actually discused what we 

read unlike last year my teacher made us read half an hour and just check in with 

her saying we allready read it. 

 I enjoy reading books now. This class helped me to find the genre of the book 

that I like to read: realsitc fiction. Right niw my goal is to read at least more than 

30 books in the summer. 



 This class has chang my veiw qbout reading a little cause when I first came to 

7th grade I didn't really like reading, but now I like it cause of all of the different 

books I got to read and the different storys that I read. 

 Now I feel like I havent felt motivated to read, but I would like to keep reading iver 

the summer. 

 My attitude towardreading is ok ig i used to read alot but since i got into junior 

high i havent read alot 

 My attitude towards reading is still the same, but this class changed my interest 

range and now I like more different kind of books than just one. 

 This class has made me more aware of what I'm attempting to read because of 

the new topics that Dr.Donovan has taught us. My attitude towards reading now 

sparks an interest and makes me want to read even more based on the long list 

of what she has read. 

 I feel a little the same as the begining of the year. 

 I like i just need to get to the flow of the book and i like action book with a nice 

cliff hanger. Yes it has change my opinion because i learned how to get a get 

flow into a book. 

 I mean, my attitude with school is ugh, but in reading class, its pretty chill here. I 

have no problem reading a book. So basically, my opinion has changed over the 

months I been here because Dr. Donovan picked out some dissent books for us 

to read. 

 I kinda like reading. 

 I still don't hate reading, but I still don't like it. I'd rather write or play guitar instead 

of read. 

 No, I like to read alot more now becuase I have alot of good suggestions on 

books...thank you Dr.Donovan. 

 Yes this class has changed my opinion kn reading because this class tells me 

more than just reading a book and a summary.Dr Donovan is a teacher that 

loves what she does and makes this class fun and unique and she teaches us 

about a Rhetorical Triagnle I barley knew what that was when I came here. 

 I like but i mostly do other stuff i only like in teresting books 



 Last year we had so much homework compared to this year. We had about 4-5 

pages everyday and now all we had was a blog that was do every thursday. 

 So far I still love reading because mostly all the books that Dr.Donovan chooses 

are all terrific even that one time she let us choose which books what we want 

and I found out that my new favorite book is called Everything Everything. 

 Well my attitude towards reading now is the same becuse im not much of a 

reading type of person. I always try to read atleast 10 or more books and try to 

finsih them. But my interest has changed i like to read more realistic and romatic 

stories now then scary and mystery last year. 

 I dont really like it as mch as i did last year, but i lke it more that i did in the 

bigginning of the school year. 

 My attitude towards reading hasent really changed because i havent found a 

good book that I can read and enjoy. 

 It has changed my opinion by a lot. At first, I like cheesy romances, and didn't 

criticzize books on their plot or their problem or the solution. Now I over 

complicate things. I look for the leasom of the book and how does relates ro real 

life. I analyze relationships, seeing if they are good or bad or well develop, mostly 

for ships. 

 My attitude during reading now has changed from the beginning because 

everyitme I read a book I'm more focused on what I read and know what's 

happening. As well give a breef sumary on what's happening and not giving up 

on reading thw whole book. 

 I read books now and enjoy them in 6th grade i always thought that reading 

books was boring 

 This class and my other reading class had helped me a lot with reading, well 

because I didnt like to read at ALL. But now I got help by my reading teachers to 

help me find what kind of books I liked. 

 I've always liked reading class because its probably the most quiet class of the 

day, in general I love reading, 



 My opinion towards readong is the same. I love reading, but I have noticed that I 

have less books this year. I think that I have less books because I have a lot of 

homework, more responsibilities, and want to hang out with friends. 

 It's still the same , it did not change my opinion. 

 I still like reading independintly and also like to think of the images in my head to 

get the idea of what is going on. 

 I like reading books I just dont read them very much because I do other things 

the only time I would want to read them is when I have nothing to do. Other than 

that I love books I just dont read them that much. 

 I now like reading more than last year because last year i only read like around 

10 books. This year i read around 20 books. 

 I enjoy reading now, although finding a really good book that I actually want to 

read, is tough. With my busy schedule, if I dont have a really good book that 

makes me want to read, I won't set aside time for a book. I really enjoy reading 

books, the only part that I dont enjoy is the part where im picky about my books. 

 My attitude change a little bit and now i relase that i like to read. The class 

change me because i could talk about the book and read other book with the 

classroom. 

 My attitude toward reading now is kind of different. Now, whenever I read it 

depends if I'm interested in the book or not. Lately, I've been really interested in a 

couple of books. 

 I'm starting to like reading because now that I read the book outloud I can 

actually understand, and this class was the first time in years that I could actually 

understand what I am reading, other classes and other grades never really 

helped me understand the book that I was reading because nobody had the time 

to help me, but this class did. 

 I've always loved reading. It was my favorite class because my spelling was so 

bad in writing. And because I loved reading for such a long time, I've learned that 

you don't just read. When I use to read books I didn't have to write about them, I 

just read them. But once I entered 7th grade, I've learned that by reading you 

express yourself. Also when I started reading in 7th grade, Dr.Donovan taught 



us. By that I mean she didn't give us grades she just taught our class important 

things we needed to know while reading, and because of that I think I started 

seeing reading class differently, which let me see reading books differently. 

 Reading was not my forte but Dr. Donovan made this a more rememberable time 

for me because I love to work on ipads chromebooks computers so I had a good 

grasp on what was going on. 

 I still love reading. 

 I think that reading for me now changed just because I don't only think about the 

plot but I looked at the smaller parts within the book and sort build of that.During 

the beginning of the year I think I was more conserveted on what I read and sort 

of only reading with what I was familiar with but now I'm more open up to other 

genres and subjects or topics im introduced to. 

 I think my attitude towards reading has stayed pretty much the same. 

 I love to read now and this class has changed my opinion of reading because it 

has shown me different ways to understand my reading. 
 


